Traditional Jewelry
of Pakistan
Kundan, Polki and Meenakari
A delightful view of some lovely traditional designs dating from the
Moghul era and other regal styles that are a hallmark of jewelry from
Pakistan.
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n Pakistan it is a tradition to give jewelry to the bride by both the bride
and the groom sides. Depending on the financial position of the families,
gold is definitely a part of the trousseau and is also given by the groom’s
side as a gift to the bride. A lot of jewelry is handed down from generation
to generation. Mothers that received jewelry on their wedding give those
to their daughters and daughters in-law.
t is a beautiful tradition as these gifts are given with a lot of love and
are to be cherished by the bride. It creates a feeling of being welcomed
by the bride into the new family and also of being married away with love
by her parents. At times when traditions become a burden for poorer
families, this tradition can become a bother rather than goodwill.
ewelry in Pakistan is usually made with 22 carat gold as against the 14 or 18
carat used in other parts of the world.
n this EBook we have put together some of the traditional jewelry pieces for
you to see and learn about. So enjoy and send us your feedback :)
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olki - elegant, stylish and utterly
regal - is a jewelry craft that was
made for the royalty and nobility.
The origins come from the Moghul
era; however, the craft was equally
popular in Rajasthan, in the royal
households of the Rajas.

he artisans who made polki and
meena are very rare now and the
pieces sold are more often than not
original antiques from an era bygone.

olki was the name given to uncut
pieces of diamonds used to adorn one
side of the jewelry piece. The other
side usually had meena or embossed
gold layer. In bangles meena had
polki also studded in the pattern.

eenakari is an art of beautifully
crafting jewelry with floral designs as
well as tiny peacocks in lovely colors.
The art looked very much like the art
work on Moghul architecture. Most of
the Meenakari or meena work was done
on one side while the other side had
pieces of uncut diamonds - or polki embedded on the other side. The gold
used was 24 carat and in it. This was a
variation in the Kundan type of
jewelry. The difference between the
two was that instead of diamond
Kundan used Bilour another kind of
semi precious gem more like glass.
Meena is the design with tiny little
colored motifs made on the jewelry.
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his
exquisitely
crafted
beautiful antique piece is a part of
the set that has the polkiMeenakari earrings, a smaller
pendent and this bigger piece. This
gives the wearer the choice to
wear it as a light party wear or
with the larger piece - a wedding
wear.
ll is hand crafted and dates

back a few hundred years.

imilar to Polki, there is the art
of Kundan; it also depicts the fine
grandeur of the Moghul period and
enhances the beauty of the
jewelry piece enormously. The
new era people who are not aware
of the quality of such pieces
assume that these are not as
worthy as solid gold pieces though
it is only because they are not
aware of the origin of such jewelry
and the fact that these are
actually on pure gold of 24 carats
rather than the usual 22 carat.

ewelry in Pakistan is usually
made with 22 carat gold as against
the 14 or 18 carat used in other
parts of the world.
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his is a set very much like Kundan
but more a copy of the antique styles.
In its own right it is also a typical
traditional Pakistani jewelry piece.
With a beautiful emerald or ruby
string it gives this piece a touch of
class.
he set is great for evening parties
or even weddings of friends and
acquaintances.

his one is more of a contemporary
jewelry made in the traditional Kundan
style. Lovely pieces of Bilour are
studded with amber beads and gold
strings to make this an exquisite pair of
earrings for evening wear.
s was customary in the antique
pieces, there is a small fish design in the
lower part of the earrings which gives a
very traditional touch to these fairly
recent reproduction of old jewelry.
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engali bangles - or karay in
Urdu - have similar techniques as
that of Kundan in as much as
making a hollow gold bangle and
then filling it with laakh - a
material like seal which is heated
and poured into the frame to give
inner strength to the bangle. This
type of art is also very pretty as
the bangles look like floral
patterns. These can also be made
in 22 carat gold rather than 24
karat which is usually used for
Polki jewelry.

olid gold bangles - not only
beautiful to look at, but also as
good an investment as a gold
biscuit. It receives full value when
sold or exchanged. Gold bangles
have thousand of designs which are
either hand crafted by artisans or
now machine made also. Bangles
can be with broad patterns or in
delicate thin styles though still
weighing almost as much as the
broad ones.
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olid gold jewelry has its own
charm, though at times it looks
a bit imposing, when designed
beautifully, it has its own
charm. This heavy piece made
in the traditional Multani design
has lovely gold string like pieces
connecting the medallions,
which gives the pieces an
exquisite touch. The earrings
that go with such a set are
called 'Jhoomkay'- these are an
old traditional design and come
in various sizes.

he small ones are sometimes
called 'Jhoomkian'. These ones
are made in solid gold with fine
filigreed patterns on the dome
like parts while the upper parts
have the same design as the
medallion.
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ntique polish gives a look of old
jewelry to this fairly recently made
gems embedded or 'jaraoo' set of
necklace and earrings. The neck
piece being thick and heavy, this
party wear jewelry has delicate
earrings to balance the set for
evening wear. The gems are multi
colored with rubies, emerald,
peridot and other, so that the set
can be worn with any color clothes.

elow are pictures of close –ups of the earrings and the necklace. Note the
intricate work done and the gems both embedded and the hanging bunches.
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akistani weddings have most of
the guests wearing jewelry of some
kind or the other.
his lovely piece has three rows
each culminating in a medallion
studded with rubies and pearls.
This type of jewelry is usually
meant for the bride to wear on her
wedding day. It is also worn on the
weddings of closer relatives.
The strings of pearls have tiny gold
pieces studded with rubies.

ere is a close up of one of the
medallions. The lovely floral
design is very much like the
artwork
on
some
famous
architecture of the Moghul era.
his piece of jewelry is also hand
crafted by expert artisans that
practice their crafts handed to
them
from
generation
to
generation.
he beautiful floral pattern is
one of the favorite designs made
for such type of multi-stringed
jewelry. The rubies studded in
such sets are also mostly from
Pakistan and Burma.
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his very unique looking jewelry
piece is made in the Swati style
with turquoise studded in silver on
laakh. Laakh is a soft material like
that used in seals, while sealing
wax was red, laakh is dark grey.
The beauty of this piece is its rustic
charm which is a popular
traditional style of the Northern
areas of Pakistan.

ere’s a close-up to see more
details of how the artisan has
embedded pieces of turquoise and
silver in laakh to make it look so
pretty. The lines of silver are
placed with finesse and delicacy
making the small pieces of uncut
turquoise

his amazing piece of jewelry is
the local version of an anklette
made in pure silver with lovely
filigree type work and jingling
beads all around. Traditionally this
is made in silver rather than gold
as it not considered right to wear
gold on ones feet.
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